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AN EXPLORATORYSTUDY OF FINITEDIFFERENCEGRIDS

FOR TRANSONICUNSTEADYAERODYNAMICS

David A. Seidel, Robert M. Bennett,and WoodrowWhitlow, Jr.

ABSTRACT

Unsteady aerodynamic forces are calculated by the XTRAN2L finite

difference program which solves the complete two-dimensionalunsteady tran-
sonic small perturbationequation. The unsteady forces are obtained using a

pulse-transferfunction techniquewhich assumes the flow field behaves in a
Iocally-llnearfashion about a mean condition. Forces are calculated for a

linear flat plate using the default grids from the LTRAN2-NLR,LTRAN2-HI,and

XTRAN3Sprograms. The forces are comparedto the exact theoreticalvalues for

flat plate, and grid-generatedboundaryand internalnumericalreflectionsare

observedto cause significanterrors in the unsteady,airloads. Grids are pre-
sented that alleviatethe reflectionswhile reducingcomputationaltime up to

fifty-threepercent and program size up to twenty-eightpercent. Forces are

presentedfor a six percentthick parabolicarc airfoilwhich demonstratethat
the transform techniauemay be successfullyapplied to non-linear transonic
flows.

NOMENCLATURE

c airfoilchord

c_a unsteady lift force coefficient,per radian of pitch angle

Cma unsteadypitchingmoment coefficient,per radian of pitch angle
p-P_

Cp pressurecoefficient, q.

f airfoil contour
C_

k reducedfrequency,

M_ freestreamMach number

p local static pressure

p. freestreamstatic pressure
q_ freestreamdynamicpressure

t time, seconds
V. freestreamvelocity

x,z orthogonalcoordinatesin physicalspace
.

x,z non-dimensionalorthogonalcoordinatesin nhysicalspace (_c,_)Z

a angle of attack radians

y ratio of specificheats
y* 2 - (2-y)M_z

airfoilthicknessratio

{,n orthogonalcoordinatesin computationalspace

tV

T scaledtime,
c



At scaled time step

@ perturbationvelocitypotential

frequencyof oscillation,radian/second

Subscript

o inltialor steady-statevalue

[ ] denotesjump in quantityacross a discontinuity

INTRODUCTION

Considerable effort is underway to develop finite difference computer

codes for calculatingtransonic unsteady aerodynamicsfor flutter and other

aeroelasticanalyses. Difference equationsare solved for a finite number of

discrete points in the flow field using the techniques that have enjoyed
considerablesuccess in steady transonicflow analyses. The distributionof

grid points for steady flows is a topic of active research.1 Current

practice is to map the physical domain to a finite computationalregion using

smoothly varying stretchingfunctions. In the calculationof unsteady flows

an added concern is the dynamic behavior of the computed solution since

spurious reflectionsdue to rapid changes in grid spacing and from the outer

edges of the computationaldomain are possible. In steadyflows these effects

are suppressed by iterating solutions until all dynamic phenomenon have

subsided. Thus special emphasis must be given to the development and
evaluationof finite differencegrids for unsteadyproblems.

Several investigationshave calculated unsteady transonic flows with

finite difference techniques.2-24 Some have used the higher level flow

equations such as the Navier-Stokesequations2, the Euler equations3-5 and

the full potential equation.6-11 In these codes the grid is generally
curvilinear,moving with the airfoil motion and ouite complex in nature. In
these works some variationsof the internalparametersare made to verify the

results but little documentationof the influenceof the grid variations is

given. Considerablework has been done using the low freouency versions of
the transonic small perturbation (TSP) eouation12-15 includinq extensive

flutter calculations.16-17 Recent efforts have been directed at'solvinq the

complete TSP equation18-24 which is applicable to higher reduced
frequencies. The grid system for the TSP equationsis considerablysimplified

as the boundaryconditionsare appliedon a mean line representingthe airfoil

and wake, and the grid remains stationary. Normally a rectilinear grid is

used with variousspacingschemesto enhancethe treatmentof local phenomena.

There are some documentedeffortsthat have shown sianificanteffects of

the grid on unsteady flow problems.11,20,21 In ref. 11,'it was demonstrated

that if the grid was stretched too rapidly, such that the flow field was

inadequately resolved, spurious effects can occur in the time domain
solution. The investigationof ref. 20 indicatedthat such effects could be

alleviated for the TSP equation with a more gentle stretching of the grid.

During the developmentof the frequency domain perturbationmethod of refs.
21-22, significant difficulty was encountered until it was noted that an

inadequatenumber of field points were being used to describe the wavelengths

involved. Increasingthe point densitycorrectedthe problem.
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In the initial application of the three-dimenslonalTSP program

XTRAN3S23 at NASA Langley Research Center, indications of grid generated

• anomalies were observed. To permit economical assessment of the grid

questions, a correspondingtwo-dimensionalprogram, XTRAN2L, was used. The

program XTRAN2L is a version of the HYTRAN2 code16 modified to solve the

complete TSP equation. The purpose of this paper is to describe both the
results and the methodologyused in assessingthe computationalgrids. The

approach taken is basically one of performing numerical experiments. The
linearizedTSP equationapplied to a flat plate airfoil is used for the test

case in order to permit comparisonswith exact results. The airfoilis given

a small prescribedpulse in angle of attack and the aerodynamictransientsare
calculated. A transfer function analysis using fast Fourier transforms is

then used to obtain a detailed descriptionof the aerodynamicforces in the

frequencydomain. Thls paper presents the resultsfor various computational

grids and also illustratestheir use for a parabolicarc airfoil in transonic
flow.

ANALYSISTECHNIQUEAND APPLICATION

UnsteadyTransonicSmall PerturbationEquation

All calculationswere obtained usina the code XTRAN2L which solves the

complete unsteadytransonicsmall perturbation(TSP)potentialequation

k2M2 2kM2 1-M2

+ { -M2.

where y* = 2 - (2-y)M,2,.which is based on the scaling used in the

LTRAN2-NLR program.14 The airfoil flow tangency and trailing edge

conditions are applied on the n = 0 line and, in the small perturbation

approximation,become

@n --f{ + kfT ; n = _ O, 0 < _ < 1 (2a)

[@{] + k[@_] = 0 ; n = O, { = 1 (2b)

The wake, which Is representedas a slit downstream of the airfoil trailing

• edge, has the boundarycondition

[._]+k[_]-o ;n-o,_>l (3)

Numerical solutions of Eq. (I) were obtained using the alternating-

direction implicit algorithm of Rizzetta and Chin.18 The Rizzetta-Chin

algorithmis similarto that used in the LTRAN2 code12 with the addition
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k2M2

of a three-time-levelrepresentationof the 6-_ @TT term on the n-sweep.

The code XTRAN2L was developedby incorporatin_the Rizzetta-Chinalgorithm
into the low/moderatefrequency code HYTRAN2.I° The HYTRAN2 program is a

modified version of the LTRAN2-NLR code which was derived from the LTRAN2

program. The TSP equation and boundary conditions in the LTRAN2 program are

low frequency approximationsand do not include the time derivative terms.
The HYTRAN2code (andLTRAN2-NLR)is a moderatefrequencyversionand includes

the time derivativeterms in the boundary conditions. Since XTRAN2L solves

the completeTSP equation,it has no restrictionson the allowablevalues of k

(LTRAN2begins to fail at k _ 0.075, and HYTRAN2 is valid for k < 0.4).

Engquist and Majda25 developedfar-fieldradiationboundaryconditions

k2M2

for the low frequencyequation (withoutthe _ @_T term) which were

incorporatedinto LTRAN2 by Kwak.26 Those boundary conditions reduced the
disturbancesreflectingfrom the computationalboundaries. Since the boundary

conditions of ref. 25 are applicable only to the low freauency e_uation,
far-fieldradiationconditionsconsistentwith Eq. (i) have been developedand

implementedinto XTRAN2L. These conditions allow the use of smaller grids

while significantlyreducing reflectionsfrom the grid boundaries. Far-field

radiationboundary conditionswere used in analyzingthe XTRAN2L default arid

while reflectingfar-fieldboundaryconditionsdescribedin ref. 14 were used

in analyzingall the other grids.

Pulse Technique

In order to determinethe accuracyof resultsobtainedusing a particular

grid, the linear unsteady aerodynamicforces on a flat plate are calculated

for a wide range of reducedfrequencies. The forces are comparedto the known
exact theoretical values to determinethe grid characteristics. Typically,

unsteady aerodynamic forces are determined by calculatingseveral cycles of
forcedharmonic oscillationswith the last cycle providingthe estimateof the

forces. Alternatively,the estimatesmay be obtainedfrom Fouriertransforma-

tion of the response to a step change in a given mode of motion.13 The
harmonic oscillationtechnique is costly since calculationsmay be reauired

for 5-10 reducedfrequencies. In contrast,the indicialresponseapproachcan

be inaccuratefor finite differencesolutionsof Eq. (1). The discontinuous

initial conditioncaused by a step function can only be roughly approximated

and thus an error in the calculationof the airfoil loads is introducedand

the resultingforces can be inaccurate. It was suggestedin ref. 27 that the
use of a smooth pulse would alleviatethis problem. A differentpulse from
that of ref. 27 is used in this study. It is a pulse in pitch about the

ouarter-chorddefinedby

e-(T-Zc)2
a= aO+ 360

where

Tc = 57.5A_

This gives a pulse with a maximum amplitude of one-half degree with a
smooth transitionfrom a steady-stateconditionto the pulse. The calculation



is carried out for a total of I024 time steps to assure a return of the flow

field to the steady-statecondition.

.- Fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the lift coefficient, the moment
coefficient about the quarter-chord,and the angle of attack time histories

are then calculated. The lift and moment coefficientFFTs are dividedby the

." _ FFT to obtain the frequency response functions for ca and as

shown in Fig. I. For most cases the unsteady lift and moment_show thCem_same

grid characteristics,and only the calculatedlift is shown. The pulse was

designed to have sufficient magnitude to obtain reasonable results for

frequencies up to k = 2.0. The use of the pulse and transfer function

techniquegives considerabledetail in the frequencydomainwith a significant
reductionin cost over calculatingdiscreteoscillations.

The linear analysis is performed for a flat plate at M_ = 0.850,

AT = _/12.80, _0 = O. rad. and V,/c = lO0.O. The resulting forces are
compared to the exact forces calculatedby a two-dimensionalsubsonic kernel

function aerodynamicsprogram describedin ref. 28. The comparison gives an

excellent indication of the effect of the grid for a wide range of reduced

frequencies. The analysis is also performed on a 6% thick parabolic arc

airfoilat the same conditionsas the flat plate to demonstratethe non-linear

transonic effects. For lifting conditions, the steady-state and unsteady

algorithms converge to slightly different solutions, so before the pulse is

appliedthe airfoil is held fixed and the unsteady solution is calculatedfor

I024 time steps to obtain a consistent initialcondition. This ensures that

the lift and moment after the pulse return to the initial values and

eliminateslow frequencyerrorswhich might be introducedin the FFT results.

Grids Analyzed

Five computationalgrids are evaluatedusing the pulse-transferfunction

technique. Three are the default grids from currently used TSP finite

difference programs; the LTRAN2-NLR proaram,14 the LTRAN2-HI program,15
and the x,z grid of the XTRAN3S program.23 In addition,two grids designed

to improvethe accuracyof the calculatedforcesare analyzed.

The default grid of the LTRAN2-NLRprogramconsists of 99 x 79 points in

x,z, and the grid coordinatesfor the flat plate case are listed in Table I.

Figure 2 illustratesthe LTRAN2-NLR grid in the region around the flat plate

with a typicalairfoil drawn to illustratethe airfoil location.The physical

grid for the flat plate case extends from -1034c to 856c in x and _3860c in z
with 33 grid points on the airfoil. Since the far-fieldboundary conditions

of the LTRAN2-NLRprogram are reflecting,the physical mesh extent is several
thousand chordlengthsin both directions. The TSP equation is solved in a

transformed coordinate system, so the physical grld is mapped into

computationalcoordinates. In LTRAN2-NLRthe computationalspace {,n grid is

identicalfor all cases and relatedto the physicalx,z grid by

x={
n

z =

{_M2(y*+l)}I/3

The physicalx grid is fixed and the z grid varieswith Mach number,thickness

ratio, and ratio of specific heats. For the flat plate airfoil a value of
= 0.005 is used.
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LTRAN2-NLRDEFAULT GRID FOR M_ = 0.850, 6 = 0.005

INDEX x z

1 -1033.53047 -3860.13477

2 -749.90681 -2503.05607

3 -544.02252 -1649.54460

4 -394.58328 -1112.74704

5 -286.12668 -775.13626

6 -207.42501 -562.80681

7 -150.32551 -429.26193

8 -108.90823 -335.50205

9 -78.87451 -262.01548

10 -57.10299 -204.43719

11 -41.32715 -159.34467

12 -29.90121 -124.04846

13 -21.63011 -96.43506

14 -15.64610 -74.85272

15 -11.31906 -57.99242

16 -8.19147 -44.84499

17 -5.93108 -34.60124

18 -4.29666 -26.62805

19 -3.11304 -20.44467
20 -2.25301 -15.64648

21 -1.62421 -11.94312

22 -1.15958 -9.08705

23 -.81673 -6.89740

24 -.56674 -5.21708

25 -.38898 -3.94327

26 -.26502 -2.97364

27 -.17974 -2.24154

28 -.12149 -1.69079

29 -.08171 -1.27761

30 -.05433 -.96725

31 -.03517 -.73306

32 -.02142 -.55312

33 -.01123 -.41080

34 -.00330 -.29403

35 .00330 -.19140

36 .00929 -.11662

37 .01534 -.06997

38 .02204 -.04046

39 .03003 -.01571

40 .03998 0.00000

41 .05260 .01571

42 .06871 .04046

43 .08916 .06997

44 .11478 .11662

45 .14619 .19140

46 .18359 .29403



TABLE I. - CONTINUED

"" INDEX x z

47 .22663 .41080o.

48 .27436 .55312

49 .32552 .73306

50 .37877 .96725

51 .43295 1.27761
52 .48720 1.69079

53 .54078 2.24154

54 .59298 2.97364

55 .64314 3.94327

56 .69075 5.21708
57 .73559 6.89740

58 .77770 9.08705

59 .81705 11.94312

60 .85334 15.64648

61 .88595 20.44467

62 .91425 26.62805

63 .93798 34.60124

64 .95746 44.84499

65 .97351 57.99242

66 .98726 74.85272

67 1.00000 96.43506

, 68 1.01306 124.04846

69 1.02785 159.34467

70 1.04593 204.43719

71 1.06923 262.01548

72 1.10047 335.50205

73 1.14381 429.26193

74 1.20541 562.80681

75 1.29376 775.13626

76 1.41949 1112.74704

77 1.59483 1649.54460

78 1.83264 2503.05607

79 2.15087 3860.13477

80 2.58083

81 3.17250

82 3.99545

83 5.14646

84 6.76021
85 9.02411

86 12.19890

87 16.64743

88 22.87456

89 31.58279

90 43.74965

91 60.73530

92 84.43235

93 117.47431



TABLE I. - CONTINUED

INDEX x z

94 163.52559

95 227.68509

96 317.04773

97 441.48577

98 614.73612

99 855.91313

The LTRAN2-HI default grid consists of If3 x 97 points in the x,z plane

and is listed in Table 2 and illustratedin Fig. 3. For the flat plate case

the physical extent of the grid is _200c in x and _2327c in z with 48 grid

points on the airfoil. The far-fieldboundary conditionsin the program are

also reflectingso the physical extent is ouite large. The computational{,n
grid in LTRAN2-HIis relatedto physical x,z space hy

x=_

n

The x grid is again fixed while the z grid depends only upon the thickness
ratio.

TABLE 2. LTRAN2-HIDEFAULTGRID FOR 6 = 0.005

INDEX x z

1 -200.00000 -2326.50510

2 -132.08390 -1694.05485

3 -87.24290 -1240.86615

4 -57.65660 -914.37169

5 -38.15274 -677.87267

6 -25.31051 -505.62532

7 -16.86743 -379.48372

8 -11.32718 -286.59564

9 -7.70010 -217.81429

10 -5.33166 -166.59850

11 -3.78896 -12R.24781

12 -2.78570 -99.36814
13 -2.13252 -77.49680

14 -1.70418 -60.83830

15 -1.41785 -48.07719

16 -1.21875 -38.24505

17 -1.07500 -30.62553
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TABLE 2. - CONTINUED.

INDEX x z

18 -.95000 -24.68612

19 -.82500 -20.02908

20 -.70000 -16.35590

21 -.57500 -13.44147

22 -.45625 -11.11518

23 -.35000 -9.24715

24 -.25625 -7.73799

25 -.18125 -6.51133

26 -.12500 -5.50815

27 -.08188 -4.68267
28 -.05375 -3.99918

29 -.03625 -3.42973

30 -.02375 -2.95229

31 -.01500 -2.54946

32 -.00813 -2.20742

33 -.00250 -1.91512

34 .00250 -1.66372

35 .00750 -1.44609

36 .01250 -1.25646

37 .01750 -1.09014

38 .02250 -.94330

39 .02750 -.81278

40 .03250 -.69600

41 .03813 -.59080

42 .04563 -.49539

43 .05500 -.40827

44 .06500 -.32815

45 .07500 -.25398

46 .08563 -.18482

47 .09875 -.11988

48 .11703 -.05848

49 .14204 0.00000

50 .17188 .05848

51 .20313 .11988

52 .23438 .18482

53 .26563 .25398

54 .29688 .32815

55 .32813 .40827

56 .35938 .49539

57 .39063 ._9080

58 .42188 .69600

69 .45313 .81278

60 .48438 .94330

61 .51563 1.09014

62 .54688 1.25646

63 .57813 1.44609

64 .60938 1.66372

65 .64063 1.91512



TABLE 2, - CONTINUED

INDEX x z

66 .67188 2.20742

67 .70313 2.54946 -
68 .73438 2.95229

69 .76563 3.42973
70 .79688 3.99918
71 .82813 4.68267
72 .85797 5.50815
73 .88235 6.51133

74 .90000 7.73799
75 .91500 9.24715

76 .93000 11.11518

77 .94500 13.44147

78 .96000 16.35590

79 .97500 20.02908

80 .98875 24.68612

81 1.00000 30.62553

82 1.01125 38.24505

83 1.02750 48.07719

84 1.05375 60.83830

85 1.09500 77.49680

86 1.15375 99.36814

87 1.22500 128.24781

88 1.30625 166.59850
89 1.40000 217.81429
90 1.50625 286.59564
91 1.62500 379.48372
92 1.75000 505.62532'
93 1.87500 677.87267

94 2.01875 914.37169

95 2.22799 1240.86615

96 2.51972 1694.05485
97 2.92056 2326.50510
98 3.46671
99 4.20744

100 5.20975
101 6.56481
102 8.39662

103 10.87389

104 14.22615

105 18.76560

106 24.91700

107 33.258}7

108 44.57519

109 59..93742

110 80'.79963

111 109.14088

112 147.65347

113 200.00000
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The grid implementedin XTRAN2L is designed to improvethe accuracy of

the calculatedforces for two-dlmensionalflow problems. It is 80 x 61 points

in x,z and is listed in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 4. The physical grid
extends _2Oc in x and _2Fc in z with 51 grid points lying on the airfoil.

The physical extent of the grid is fixed and is relatedto the computational
grid in XTRAN2L by

x=_

n

z {6M2(y,+l)}i/3

The computational_ grid is fixed for all problemswhile the n 9rld will vary

depending upon M., 6, and y*. The XTRAN2L grid takes advantage of the

far-field radiation boundary conditions incorporated in the program by
reducing the physical extent covered. Reducing the area covered by the grid

allows the number of points in the grid to be decreased,permitsthe inclusion

of more grid points on the airfoil, and reduces the computationalcost. The

XTRAN2L grid consists of a smooth stretching in z and in x upstream and
downstreamof the airfoil.

On the airfoil, the LTRAN2-NLR and LTRAN2-HI programs concentrate grid

points near the leading and trailing edges because of rapid changes in
pressure near the airfoil edges. The grid spacing on the airfoil is maximum

near the middle of the airfoil. Yet the change in pressureacross a shock is

of the same magnitude as the change in pressure near the airfoil

edges so the grid spacing around the shock should also be fine.

Unfortunately,the shock very likelywill occur in the regionwhere both grids

have relativelylarge grid spacing,causing reducedshock resolution.

Since the pressure gradientacross a shock may be greaterthan that near

the trailing edge, the XTRAN2L grid has no special concentrationof points

near the airfoil trailing edge. The XTRAN2L grid points on the airfoilwere

equally spaced to allow a better shock definition for any position and

transient motion. Keyfitz, Melnick and Grossman29 show that the grid

spacing near a blunt leading edge is i_portant in TSP codes and the best

resultsmay be obtainedfor a medium mesh spacing. Thus no fine grid spacing
is used near the leadingedge but a grid point was added near the nose to aid

in defininga blunt airfoil.

TABLE 3. XTRAN2LDEFAULTGRID

INDEX x z (

1 -20.00000 -Z5.(10000

2 -16.30961 -23.36111
3 -13.10054 -21.77778
4 -10.33987 -20.25000
5 -7.99453 -18.77778
6 -6,03136 -17.36111
7 -4,41705 -16.00000
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TABLE 3. CONTINUED

INDEX x z

8 -3.11817 -14.69444

9 -2.10110 -13.44444

10 -1.33204 -12.25000

11 -.77699 -11.11111

12 -.40170 -10.02778

13 -.17160 -9.00000

14 -.05175 -8.02778

15 -.00667 -7.11111

16 .00667 -6.25000

17 .02000 -5.44444

18 .04000 -4.69444

19 .06000 -4.00000

20 .08000 -3.36111

21 .10000 -2.77778

22 .12000 -2.25000

23 .14000 -1.77778

24 .16000 -1.36111

25 .18000 -1.00000

26 .20000 -.69444

27 .22000 -.44444

28 .24000 -.25000

29 .26000 -.11111

30 .28000 -.02778

31 .30000 0.00000

32 .32000 .02778

33 .34000 .11111

34 .36000 .25000

35 .38000 .44444
36 .40000 .69444

37 .42000 1.00000

38 .44000 1.36111

39 .46000 1.77778

40 .48000 2.25000

41 .50000 2.77778

42 .52000 3.36111

43 .54000 4.00000

44 .56000 4.69444

45 .58000 5.44444

46 .60000 6.25000
47 .62000 7.11111

48 .64000 8.02778

49 .66000 9.00000

50 .68000 10.02778

51 .70000 11.11111

52 .72000 12.25000

53 .74000 13.44444

54 .76000 14.69444

55 .78000 16.00000

56 .80000 17.36111
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TABLE 3. CONTINUED

INDEX x z

57 .82_00 18.77778

58 .84000 20.25000

59 .86000 21.77778

60 .88000 23.36111

61 .90000 25.00000

62 .92000

63 .94000

64 .96000

65 .98000

66 1.00000
67 1.0200N

68 1.12274

69 1.35473

70 1.75323

71 2.35080

72 3.17695

73 4.25898

74 5.62249

75 7.29170

76 9.28970

77 11.63860

78 14.35968

79 17.47352

80 21.00000

program is a 3-dimensionalTSP finite differencecode. For

XTRAN2Lprogramthe defaultx,z grid definedat the root

grid coordinatesare listed in Table 4 and the near-

Fig. 5. The physicalextent of the grid is from -15c

in z with 39 grid points on the airfoil. The XTRAN3S

far-fieldboundary conditionsand the grid is limited
the x,z plane. This limitationresultsin the boundaries

close to the airfoil as compared to the prevlously
physical grid is invariantand related to the XTRAN3S

X-XLE =

Z = n

leadlng edge location (=0 at root chord). The

physical grids at the root chord are identical and are

For analysiswith XTRAN2L a grid row at z = 0 was added

z grid becausethe XTRAN2Lprogram requiresa grid row
XTRAN3Sprogram does not.
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TABLE 4. XTRAN3SDEFAULTGRID

INDEX x z

1 -15.37500 -13.03750

2 -7.69250 -6.63750

3 -3.85000 -3.43750

4 -1.92750 -1.83750

5 -.96500 -1.03750

6 -.48250 -.63750

7 -.24000 -.43750

8 -.11750 -.33750

9 -.05500 -.28750

10 -.02250 -.26250

11 -.00500 -.23750

12 .00500 -.21250
13 .01500 -.18750

14 .02500 -.16250

15 .03500 -.13750

16 .04500 -.11250

17 .06000 -.08750

18 .08000 -.06250

19 .10000 -.03750

20 .13000 -.01250

21 .16000 0.00000

22 .19000 .01250

23 .22000 .03750

24 .25000 .06250

25 .28000 .08750

26 .31000 .11250

27 .34000 .13750

28 .37000 .16250

29 .40000 .18750

30 .43000 .21250

31 .46000 .23750

32 .49000 .26250

33 .52000 .28750

34 .55000 .33750

35 .58000 .43750

36 .61000 .63750

37 .64000 1.03750

38 .67000 1.83750

39 .70000 3.43750 (
40 .73000 6.63750
41 .76000 13.03750

42 .79000
43 .82000

44 .85000

45 .88000

46 .91000

47 .93500

48 .96000

49 .98000
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TABLE 4. - CONTINUED

, i

INDEX x z

50 1.00000

.- 51 1.02500
52 1.07500

53 1.17500

• 54 1.37500

55 1.77500

56 2.57500

57 4.17500

58 7.37500

59 13.77500

60 26.57500

A revised XTRAN3S x,z grid was designed to improve the accuracy of the

calculated forces and is listed in Table 5 and shown in Fig. 6. The physical

extent of the grid is ;20c in x and ;25c in z with 39 points lying on the

airfoil. The grid also is problem-independentand has a z = 0 grid line added

for the two-dimensionalanalysis. The grid was optimized for the available

size of 60 x 40 points in the x,z plane. To minimizethe reflectionsfrom the

z boundary, the extent covered by the z grid is increased to ;25

chordlengths. A smooth stretching is used in z and in x upstream and

downstreamof the airfoil. The points on the airfoil are equi-spacedwith an

additionalpoint near the leadingedge for better nose definition.

TABLE 5. REVISED XTRAN3SGRID

INDEX x z

1 -20.00000 -25.00000

2 -14.70824 -22.50164

3 -10.47170 -20.13478

4 -7.16272 -17.89941

5 -4.65677 -15.79553

6 -2.83281 -13.82314

7 -1.57362 -11.98225
8 -.76633 -10.27285
9 -.30308 -8.69494

10 -.08199 -7.24852

11 -.00877 -5.93360

12 .00877 -4.75016

13 .02632 -3.69822

14 .05263 -2.77778
15 .07895 -1.98882

16 .10526 -1.33136

17 .13158 -.80539

18 .15789 -.41091

19 .18421 -.14793

20 .21053 -.01644

21 .23684 0.00000
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TABLE 5. - CONTINUED.

INDEX x z

22 .26316 .01644 -

23 .28947 .14793

24 .31579 .41091

25 .34211 .80539

26 .36842 1.33136
27 .39474 1.98882

28 .42105 2.77778

29 .44737 3.69822

30 .47368 4.75016

31 .50000 5.93360
32 .52632 7.24852

33 .55263 8.69494

34 .57895 10.27285
35 .60526 11.98225
36 .63158 13.82314
37 .65789 15.79553
38 .68421 17.89941
39 .71053 20.13478

40 .73684 22.50164

41 .76316 25.00000

42 .78947

44 .84211

45 .86842

46 .89474

47 .92105

48 .94737

49 .97368
5O 1.00000

51 1.02632
52 1.19383

53 1.62332

54 2.42771

55 3.71531

56 5.59119

57 8.15791

58 11.51599

59 15.76424

60 21.00000

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

Analysis

analyzed using the pulse-transferfunction technique is

The .aridwas analyzed using the reflecting far-field

used in the LTRAN2-NLR program. Figure 7 presents c_

frequency for this grid at M® = 0.850 and for the
values obtained from a kernel function solution. In
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addition to obtaining the unsteady forces for the complete TSP eauation on
this grid, the unsteady forces are also calculated for the low frequency
equation and boundary "conditions 14 and are included to show the effect of

.. adding the time derivative terms to the eauations.

Both finite difference solutions exhibit spurious oscillations in the
." calculated unsteady forces. The complete eauatton solution exhibits slightly

larger oscillations than the low frenuency results. The low frequency
solution deviates from the complete and exact solutions for reduced
frequencies greater than 0.075. Several modifications of the grid were
conducted to determine the cause of this oscillation. The resulting unsteady
forces are very insensitive to the x grid extent and spacing off of the
airfoil while the z grid extent and spacing are very critical. For the
physical time span covered in the flat plate cases, the maximumdistance from
which dtsturhances can be reflected back to the airfoil is 41c in x and 77c in

z. The x grid boundaries were moved to within 4 chordlengths of the airfoil
before any noticeable change occured in the unsteady forces, while changes
were noticeable when the z boundaries came within 75 chordlengths of the
airfoil.

The oscillationsare due to internal numerical reflectionsin the grid

caused by stretchingtoo rapidly in the z direction and were traced to the

grid spacing at approximately 9 chordlengths from the airfoil. The

disturbances from the airfoil due to the pulse are unable to propagate

accurately between the grid points which are approximately2 chordlenqths

apart and are partially reflected back to the airfoil. The reflected

disturbancescause oscillationsin the force time historiesas shown in Fig. l
and result in the oscillations in the force frenuency response functions.

Adding the time derivative terms by goina from the low frequency to the

complete equation causes the oscillations to increase in magnitude.

As the reduced frequency increases, the LTRAN2-NLR forces begin to

deviatefrom the exact values. This is not due to the grid but is caused by

using too large a time step. The calculatedforcescan be brought into closer

agreementwith the kernel functionvalues at the higher reducedfrequenciesby

decreasing the time step. To maintain accuracy at the low reduced
frequencies,the number of steps should be increasedsuch that the total time

the solution spans remains constant. The phenomenon of decreasingagreement

with the exact kernel functionvalues for increasingreducedfrequencyfor the

pulse-generatedforces occurs for all cases in this paper since they all were

run for the identicalnumber of time steps and total time.

LTRAN2-HI

Results from the LTRAN2-HI grid analyzed using reflecting far-field

boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 8. This grid is very similar to the

LTRAN2-NLRgrid and shows the same oscillationsin unsteady forces. Internal
grid reflections affect the forces for reduced frequencies above 0.20.

The magnitudeand extent of the oscillationsin the forces are not as severe

for the LTRAN2-HI grid as for the LTRAN2-NLR prid. This is due to the

slightly finer spacingof the LTRAN2-HI grid around 9 chordlengthsaway in z
than that found in the LTRAN2-NLRgrid.
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XTRAN2L Grid

The results for the XTRAN2L grid are shown in Figs. 9 and I0. In order

to see the effect of the radiationboundary conditions, the grid was first

analyzed with the reflecting far-field boundary conditions used for the
LTRAN2-NLRand LTRAN2-HI grids (Fig. 9). The calculated forces agree quite

well with the kernel function values except for the oscillations near

k = 0.08. These oscillationsare due to reflectionsof disturbancefrom the z

boundaryat _25 chordlengthsfrom the wing. Includingthe radiationfar-field

boundaryconditionsalleviatesthe oscillationsas shown in Fig. lO.

In addition to giving more accurate forces, the XTRAN2L arid gives a

considerablesavings in computationalcost due to the fewer number of grid

points used. The computer time required to calculateforces using this grid
is 34% less than the time taken for the LTRAN2-NLRgrid and 53% less than that

for the LTRAN2-HI grid. The program size is also reduced by 15% and 28% as

compared to LTRAN2-NLRand LTRAN2-HIprogramsrespectively.

XTRAN3SDefault Grid

The forces calculated for the default XTRAN3S root chord x,z grid using

reflectinq far-field boundary conditions are shown in Fig. II. Very poor

agreementwith the exact values is exhibited. The XTRAN3S grid exhibitsboth
internal and boundary reflections. For k < 0.3 the oscillationsare due to
reflections from the z boundary and for k > 0.3 are caused by internal grid

reflectionsfrom approximately3 chordlengthsabove and below the airfoil.

XTRAN3SRevisedGrid

The results for the revise_XTRAN3S root chord x,z grid using reflecting

far-fieldboundaryconditionsare shown in Fig. 12. The revisedgrid exhibits
much better agreement with the exact values than the oriainal grid. The

amplitude and frequencyof the boundary reflectionsare decreaseddue to the

larger extent of the grid in z. The effects of internal grid reflectionsare
eliminatedfor k < 0.50 and minimizedfor k > 0.50. Neitherthe boundarynor

the internal reflectionscan be eliminatedcompletelydue to the program size

restrictions and reflecting boundary conditions. The results represent a

compromisegrid designedto optimizeaccuracyfor k < 0.50, which is the range
of interestfor flutteranalysis.

6% ParabolicArc Analysis

To investigatenon-lineartransoniceffects,calculationswere made for a

six percent thick parabolicarc airfoil using the LTRAN?-NLR,LTRAN2-HI,and

XTRAN2L grids. The LTRAN2-NLR and LTRAN2-HI grids were analyzed using
reflecting far-field boundary conditions while the XTRAN2L grid used the

radiationboundary conditions. The forces calculatedusing the XTRAN2L _id
at M, = 0.850 are shown in Fig. 13,- To verify the accuracy of the

pulse-transfer function techniaue for this non-llnear case, harmonic
oscillatorysolutionswere obtained for discrete reducedfreauencies. Figure
13 demonstratesthat the harmonic and pulse unsteady forces agree well with

each other for moderate reduced frequenciesand verifies that for this case,

the unsteady forces may be treatedas locallylinear. As demonstratedin the
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linear flat plate cases, the agreement becomesworse with increasingreduced

frequency. The agreementcan he improvedby decreasinothe time step for the

pulse case.

The forces for the three grids are compared in Fiqs. 14 and 15. Figure

14 demonstratesthat all three arlds predict values of c{ that are close
to one another. The LTRAN2-NLRand LTRAN2-HIorlds cause Internalreflections

as in the llnear flat plate case. The magnitudeof the oscillatlonsfor this

non-llnearcase are smaller than for the correspondinglinear cases shown in

Figs. 7 and 8. The pltchlna moments shown in Fip. 15 also exhibit the

internal reflectionsand, in addition,demonstratea differencein the value

of Cm_ betweenthe three grids.

To illustrate the source of the difference exhlhlted in the values of

Cm_, the steady-statepressure distributionsof the alrfoll for each grid
are shown in Fig. 16. As the grid spacingon the airfoilbecomes finer, the

shock definition becomes better and the shock strength increases. As the

shock strength increases,the lift is not changed to any measureabledegree

but the moment increases. Grid spacing along the airfoil can thus be very

importantto the shock definitionand hence the resultinaforces.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

A pulse-transferfunction method for calculatlna unsteady aerodynamic

forces for a wide range of reduced frequencieshas been implemented in an

unsteadytransonicsmall perturbationfinite differencecode. The forceswere
determined for a two-dimenslonallinear flat plate and compared to exact

theoreticalvalues to evaluatethe grid. The LTRAN2-NLRprld exhibitedinter-

nal reflectionswhich can be eliminated by improvingthe z stretching. The

LTRAN2-HI grid was shown to be superior to the LTRAN2-NLR grid hut to still
have internal reflections. The addition of far-fleld radiation boundary

conditions for the complete equation permitted a decrease in grid size and

resulted in a 34% savings in computing time while eliminatingthe internal

reflections. The unsteady forces calculatedwith the XTRAN3S grid were shown

to be inaccurate due to boundary and internal numerical reflections. A

redesigned grid utilizing the same total number of points but spanning a

larger extent and having an improvedstretchingin z was shown to increasethe

accuracy.

Calculationsfor a 6% thick parabolicarc airfoil demonstratedthat orid

problems encountered for the linear flat plate airfoil also occur for

non-linearcases. The pulse-transferfunctiontechnlauewas shown to work for

a non-linear case, indicating that the unsteady forces can be treated as

locally linear. In addition, the grid spacing was shown to influence the
shock definitionwhich in turn affects the unsteady pitching moment. Finer

grid spacing on the airfoil was used to adequately capture shock definition
and motion.
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"" Fig. 6 Revised XTRAN3Sroot chord x,z grid near the airfoil.
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Fig. 7 Unsteadyforcescalculated,fora flatplate-airfoilusingthe
LTRAN-NLRdefaultgrid.M, = 0.850.
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Fig. 8 Unsteady forces calculated for a flat plate airfoil using the
LTRAN2-HIdefault grid, I_ = 0.850.
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Fig. 9 Unsteady forces calculated for a flat plate airfoil using the XTRAN2L
default grid with reflecting far-field boundaryconditions,
M= = 0.850.
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Fig. 10 Unsteadyforcescalculatedfor a flatplateairfoilusingthe

XTRAN2Ldefaultgridwith radiationfar-fleldboundaryconditions,
M® = 0.850.
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Fig. 11 Unsteady forces calculated for a flat plate airfoil using the
default XTRAN3Sroot chord x,z gvfd, I_ = 0.850.
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Fig. 12 Unsteady forces calculated for a flat plate airfoil using the
revised XTRA_I3Sroot chord x,z grid, I_ = 0.850.
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Fig, 13 Unsteady forces for a 6% parabolicarc airfoilcalculatedby pulse"

and oscillatoryanalyses;XTRAN2Ldefaultgrid,M. = 0.850.
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Fig. 14 c_o for a 61&parabolicarc airfoilcalculatedusingthe

LTRAN2-NLR,LTRAN2-HIand_RAN2L defaultgrids,_t== 0.850.
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Fig. 15 Cma for a 6% parabolicarc airfoilcalculatedusing the

LTRAN2-NLR,LTRAN2-HIand XTRAN2Ldefaultgrids,M= = 0.850.
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• Fig. 16 Steady-statepressuredistributionsfor a 6% parabolicarc airfoil
calculatedusing the LTRAN2-NLR,LTRAN2-HIand XTRAN2L default

grids,M. = 0.850.
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